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Home is where the 
heart is, Hickory 

hardwood is where 
the warmth begins.



ACORN
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Each floor has been  
masterfully crafted 
and  engineered to 

evoke  your emotions.



Hickory 
Impressions 
Homestead 
new chisel cut

Australian Select Timbers is the first to create a new 
timber floor for the Australian market with new chisel 
cut techniques producing a floor that is rustically 
fashioned to a true timber look.

Artistically finished by our skilled craftsman using 
carefully selected top quality hardwood from the USA, 
we work the wood into a floor that displays knots, 
mineral streaks, bird peeks, cracks, hand scraping 
& tool marks. This new fashioned floor is the hardest 
and simplest floor that any family can maintain and 
preserve the wonderful character for many, many 
years to come.

AUBURN



Hickory 
profile
The American hardwood industry dates back to the first European settlers, 
there is a wealth of experience in processing native hardwoods of North 
America. Few other countries can boast the success America has had in the 
sustainability of its hardwood forests, due to the intensive application of Best 
Management Practices (BMP). The hardwood forests of America support a 
vibrant healthy standard of timber, as well as a large diverse wild  
life population.

Hickory is therefore not classified as a species in danger. Hickory is sort after 
for many applications due to its strength, toughness hardness & stiffness.

American Hickory is most commonly used in tool handles, drumsticks, baseball 
bats, wooden wheels, furniture and flooring.

Our chisel cut Hickory Impressions Homestead is meticulously handcrafted 
with a range of board lengths to replicate a traditional solid timber floor. 
Our 2100mm long board is accompanied with random lengths from 600mm 
upwards and the new 178mm wide plank complements all design styles adding 
a tasteful authenticity to any style of home.

Hickory Impressions Homestead has been lightly hand scraped with surface 
brushing and tool marks which have been tastefully applied to the board 
surface giving it that time-worn look and texture, harking back to a style that 
is historic and enduring.
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ACORN
Dimensions:  
2100 x 178 x 12mm

Matte Finished 
UV Lacquer 
Hand Scrapped

ALCAZER
Dimensions:  
2100 x 178 x 12mm

Matte Finished 
UV Lacquer 
Hand Scrapped

CHESTNUT
Dimensions:  
2100 x 178 x 12mm

Matte Finished 
UV Lacquer 
Hand Scrapped

GREYSTONE
Dimensions:  
2100 x 178 x 12mm

Matte Finished 
UV Lacquer 
Wire Brushed

ANTLER BROWN
Dimensions:  
2100 x 178 x 12mm

Matte Finished 
UV Lacquer 
Hand Scrapped
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Hickory Homestead



MADERIA
Dimensions:  
2100 x 178 x 12mm

Matte Finished 
UV Lacquer 
Hand Scrapped

SAVANNAH
Dimensions:  
2100 x 178 x 12mm

Matte Finished 
UV Lacquer 
Hand Scrapped

NUTMEG
Dimensions:  
2100 x 178 x 12mm

Matte Finished 
UV Lacquer 
Hand Scrapped

WALNUT
Dimensions:  
2100 x 178 x 12mm

Matte Finished 
UV Lacquer 
Hand Scrapped

AUBURN
Dimensions:  
2100 x 178 x 12mm

Matte Finished 
UV Lacquer 
Hand Scrapped

Hickory Homestead

NUTMEG



Australian Select Timbers has chosen to go for a T&G Joining System (Tongue 
& Groove) this system allows us to create that old rustic look along the edge 
of the board where we have rounded edges with tool marks replicating a floor 
from the early 17th century homes.

Hickory Impressions Homestead T&G joining system replicates the installation 
of solid timber flooring. PVA glue is to be applied along the groove of each 
board then gently tapped together with a hammer.

This old but proven system produces a strong traditional look and 
a floor that will last for many years to come.

It is tried and true method of flooring that has worked brilliantly over the 
centuries and will continue to do so in the future. There are less issues in 
installation, less issues with movement, more versatility with installation 
methods, and confidence that refinishing is possible if required.

T&G Joining 
System

Tongue & Groove Joining System
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Hickory Impressions Accessories
Select Underlay 2 and 3mm

Available in 2mm or 3mm our EVA Acoustic Underlay 
offers a higher density fabrication compared to standard 
closed cell foam. Ensuring thermal and acoustic 
standards are exceeded for residential and commercial 
applications.

Square Edge Stair Nosings

Hickory Impressions stair nosing allows you to continue 
your floor scheme where there are stairs. Colours are 
available for the entire range. 

• Architecturally designed 
• Manufactured from pre-finished engineered timber 
• 2134mm x 90mm x 12mm 
• Colours to match floor boards

Solid Timber Scotia

Finish the edge of your Hickory Impressions floor with our 
premium designed solid scotia. Colours are available for 
the entire range.

• Manufactured from solid timber 
• 1900mm x 18mm x 18mm 
• Colours to match floor boards
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Care & Maintenance
Australian Select Timbers® brings you stylish, sustainable, sophisticated and simply beautiful floors but 
taking care of them to preserve their magnificent finish and quality presence is a must. By following a few 
simple care and maintenance guidelines your floor will continue to be a thing of beauty for years to come. 

Preventative Maintenance

• Installing good quality mats inside and outside of external 
doors to trap grit and remove moisture from shoes is a sensible 
precaution and will reduce the possibility of scratches.  

• In high traffic areas or areas where spillage may occur the use 
of mats is recommended to give added protection

• All furniture should have felt pads fitted to the base of legs or 
on other areas in contact with the floor to avoid scratches.  
On heavy furniture felt backed castors can be used if required.

• Avoid using wheeled chairs i.e. office furniture or ensure that a  
large good quality office mat is used to prevent indentations in  
the timber.

• Rubber based items e.g. the backing for matting, castors under 
furniture and rubber tipped furniture feet should not be in direct 
contact with the floor.

• Keep pet’s nails trimmed to protect the floor from scratches.

• All timber reacts when exposed to direct sunlight and this may 
cause colour changes or fading. Curtains, blinds or UV resistant 
films on windows should be considered to reduce the exposure 
to direct sunlight and protect the flooring.  Furniture and rugs 
should be moved occasionally so that the effect of sunlight on 
the floor is uniform.

• Any materials spilt on the floor should be wiped up immediately.

• Maintaining the temperature and humidity within a reasonably 
consistent range will keep the floor stable.

Cleaning

• Dry cleaning of the floor should be carried out regularly to 
remove loose dirt, grit and dust. Use a Bona Dusting pad or soft 
broom. If vacuum cleaning, the cleaning head must have a soft 
brush so as to not damage the floor.  

• Use a Bona Spray Mop with Bona Wood Floor Cleaner to clean 
the floor surface when required; dry clean the floor first. Do not 
‘wet’ mop the floor anytime as excessive amounts of water may 
cause damage.  

Avoid the following:

• Indentation from stilettos or spiked heels.

• Pulling or pushing furniture or other objects across the floor.

• Avoid using a steam mop, abrasive 
cleaning materials or harsh detergents 
/ household cleaners on the floor. 
Using these cleaning methods / 
materials will harm the surface of the 
floor and may cause physical damage 
to the boards. 

• Do not use solvents of any kind to 
clean the floor. Methylated Spirits, 
Turpentine or similar materials will 
damage the floor surface.

Australian Select Timbers® has a Lifetime 
Structural Warranty, 20 Year Residential & 5 Year 

Commercial Wear Warranty.
For details, please refer to our website
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Hardened by Nature. 


